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Development of liquid metal reactor plants In the United States over the past
30 years has resulted In an evolution of reactor head designs as reflected In
the SRE, Hal lam, EBR-II and FFTF plants. This evolution has probably been
affected to some extent by the fact that. In contrast to most other
countries, there Is no single organization In the United States which has
been responsible for the design of liquid metal reactor plants. The
current U.S. LMR design efforts Involve two Innovative design consortiums
(guided by the US Department of Energy) and a Joint Industry venture on the
Large Scale Prototype Breeder (LSPB). It Is therefore somewhat difficult to
provide a statement on the philosophy of the reactor head design In our
country. I will however briefly describe the existing and proposed U.S.
liquid metal reactor head designs and In the process, attempt to provide some
Insight on the basis for those designs.

Experimental Breeder Reactor ]I (EBR-II)

EBR-II, a small (62.5 Mwt) pool type LMFBR which operates at a constant pool
temperature of 370°C, has been In operation since 1963. Its somewhat unique
hot reactor head was designed to minimize the temperature drop across Its
thickness by Insulating the top of the head and maximizing the thermal
conductivity of the structure Itself. The small temperature gradient Is
required to minimize head thermal bowing and thus assure accurate alignment
of through head components. The basic structure of the head consists of an
8.1 m diameter by 5.1 cm thick bottom plate, numerous web plate stlffeners, a
2.7 m central ring which provides core access via rotating plugs, and six
radial beams from which the entire primary tank Is supported. The overall
height of the cover (excluding nozzles and hangers) Is 0.8 m and It Is
virtually filled with small carbon steel balls which serve as radiation
shielding. A sketch of the EBR-II head Is provided In Figure 1.

Several features were Incorporated to reduce the temperature drop across the
head:

1) The top of the head Is covered with 20 cm of glass fiber
Insulation.

2) Carbon steel grit was added to the carbon steel balls to Increase
the thermal conductivity.

3) 2.5 cm thick carbon steel plates were Intal led on edge at
selected locations (e.g., around main structural members) to
locaJ ly Increase thermal conductivity.

4) Backup electrical heaters were Installed on top of the head In
case the measured temperature drop was too large.
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The bottom of the EBR-II reactor head Is 46 cm above the sodium surface and
the cover gas Is argon.

No significant problems associated with the reactor head have been
encountered during the more than 20 years of operation of EBR-II. In
general, the reactor head temperature gradient has remained well within
prescribed limits and use of the above head heaters Is not required. Some
stickiness of the head mounted rotating plugs has been experienced due to
sodium compound deposition but the Impact has been minimal. The rotating
plug seal Is however an area of considerable Interest In future designs.

Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)

The FFTF Is a 400 Mwt loop type sodium cooled fast reactor Intended primarily
for the testing of fast reactor fuels and materials. Following two years of
acceptance testing, sustained power operation began In 1982. The closure
head for the FFTF was designed to operate In the range of 120°C to 204°C
while the sodium temperature In the upper plenum varied between 204°C and
566°C. To maintain this narrow head operating temperature band, the FFTF
utilizes a combination of passive insulation plus active head heating and
cooling systems. The need for the active cooling system Is In large part due
to the provision for Independently controlled closed loop sodium systems
which penetrate the reactor head.

The reactor head structure Is shown schematically In Figure 2 and basically
consists of the actual 7 ..6 m diameter by 55 cm thick head, four approximately
10 cm thick steel radiation shield plates and eight stainless steel thermal
refSector plates which minimize convectlve .and radiative heat transfer. To
avoid sodium bridging, all plate-to-plate gaps are 2 cm except for the gap
between the head and top shield plate. This gap Is 10 cm and contains
stainless steel pipe segments which were Incorporated to attenuate the
Initial pulse associated with a Hypothetical Core Disruptive Accident. The
bottom reflector plate Is 23 cm above the sodium surface and the cover gas Is
argon.

Initial plant testing Indicated that the head heating system provided
marginal performance and thus the system was modified. Since that time, the
reactor head temperature control system has performed very well. Note that
since the closed loop systems are not operational, the central head heat load
Is considerably lower than design.

Sodium aerosol deposition In the annular gaps In the head (e.g., associated
with the Invessel fuel handling machines) Is controlled by continuously
purging with high purity argon. The purge rates utilized have been shown to
be effective In minimizing sodium deposit buildup by laboratory testing
which considered several geometries, purge rates and argon purity levels. To
date, the only significant problem experienced Is the rather high torque
required to rotate one of the three above core Instrument trees. This high
torque Is believed to be due to a slightly bowed shaft In conjunction with
some deposition of sod Ium/sodI urn reaction products In the Instrument tree
drive shaft annulus. Modifications have been made to reduce the quantity of
gas Impurities and the torque has now been quite stable for several years.
No further problems are anticipated although close monitoring of the
rotational torques Is being maintained.
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Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR)

The thermal design aspects for the reactor head of the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor (which was cancelled In 1983) drew heavily on the FFTF design. The
CRBR head was designed to operate nominally at 204°C by providing 20 thermal
reflector plates below the head and electrical heating of the head surface.
One of the principal reasons for the 204°C head temperature on CRBR was to
maintain the Integrity of the bimetallic welds In the transition section
between the stainless steel vessel and carbon steel support structure. The
annul us between the closure head and reactor vessel and between each rotating
plug was to be sealed by a sodium dip seal near the bottom of each plug and
an Inflatable elastomer seal near the top of each plug riser.

New Designs

There Is no firm plan for the next liquid metal reactor In the US. However,
cooperative Industry design efforts continue on the Large Scale Prototype
Breeder (In both loop and pool configurations) as well as Individual DOE
guided design efforts on the Innovative, Inherently safe liquid metal
reactors by General Electric and Rockwell International. As with FFTF and
CRBR, the new designs utilize multiple reflective baffle plates to provide
thermal Insulation between the sodium pool and reactor head. However, In
general, the degree of Insulation Is greater (e.g., as many as 59 reflective
plates) such that the head Is maintained at relatively low temperature via
passive air cooling. In general, the information utilized In the design
effort stems from the work done for the earlier reactors such as FFTF. It
Is however Interesting to note that at least one of the Innovative designers
Is looking at a hot head design as an alternative since It Is seen as
possibly providing a benefit In terms of cost and reliability. The use of
helium as a cover gas (as In early sodium cooled reactors such as SRE and
Hal lam) Is being recommended by both Innovative designers, mainly due to Its
reduced sodium aerosol transport properties (suppressed natural convection).
Perhaps the area of greatest concern and Interest Is the design of head
penetration seals. Concepts being considered at this time Include dip seals,
buffered elastomer seals and even a seal weld of the rotating plugs which
would be cut at each refueling outage.

In summary, the prevailing reactor head thermal insulation practice In the
U.S. Is the use of multiple under head reflective baffle plates. Due to the
perceived lack of need for further study plus the somewhat limited government
and Industry funding for LMFBR development, no significant research In this
area Is In progress. New reactor head designs are to a large extent based on
the work originally performed for the FFTF and earlier reactors. Although
the extent of operational experience Is somewhat limited, the successful,
trouble free operation of these facilities Indicates the adequacy of their
design processes. However, the newer designs incorporate Increased
Insulation to provide a passively cooled head which would operate at low
temperature; a low temperature head Is more susceptible to problems due to
sodium deposits. In addition, accurate prediction of the temperature
distribution In these designs Is required to optimize placement of sodium dip
seals (minimize dip seal temperature and thus sodium vapor generation at high
power while assuring the seal remains liquid at refueling conditions).
Helium Is being suggested as the cover gas rather than argon due to Its
significantly reduced sodium aerosol transport. While U.S. designers
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generally feel that sufficient Information Is available to adequately perform
the design analyses, It Is clear that additional test data or operating
experience which provides Information on both the heat and mass transfer
phenomena with low head temperatures and/or a helium cover gas would be very
beneficial to demonstrate conclusively the adequacy of these designs.
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